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MSW Insurgency is a live action large format social wargaming event. It differs from 
other MSW events in a few key ways. The most obvious are the introduction of a Citizen 
faction and new rules governing trade, law and politics within the game. The second is 
that NATO and RUSFOR are at peace upon the start of the game.  During the first half of 
MSW Insurgency participants are playing a political wargame for resources. During the 
second half they are playing a force on force one much like the regular MSW format.

The Citizen faction is a temporary one and will at some point become part of a Militia 
attached to either the NATO or RUSFOR factions. Each faction will have its own Militia 
during MSW Insurgency which they must recruit from among the Citizens. The Citizens 
and their appointed officials, authorities and public servants have resources provided to 
them by MSW which makes their cooperation a key asset to either faction. The 
participants in the CITIZEN faction control both physical and manpower resources 
which makes gaining majority control of them an objective for both armed factions. 
NATO and RUSFOR Militia will show allegiance by wearing pants, shirt, jacket or hat 
with a base color or camo pattern of tan for NATO and green for RUSFOR.

The game is divided in to two Phases. 

During the first twenty four hours of the game the UN SECURITY MONITORING 
AUTHORITY (UNSEC) drives the activities of  all factions by paying players in 
resources (ammo, MSW TQs, medic bottles) for missions, work or other activity. Typical 
civilian employment could include: toll collection; landscaping; trash collection; private 
business; public service; radio/tv; digital news media. Types of employment are really 
only limited by the imagination of the civilian players. Typical armed faction missions 
for which UNSEC will issue military material (ammo, TQs, Medic Bottles)  include: 
security patrols; counter organized crime operations; riot control and law enforcement 
advising. The UNSEC authority issues payments from it’s secured central compound 
where a sizeable detachment of private security contractors from the civilian faction are 
employed as guards.

At the end of the first 24 hours the citizens of Khazakstan will participate in their yearly 
election cycle and choose a new president or the incumbent Michael Semenov. President 
Semenov employs many citizens in his non partisan election commission.  The election is 
planned for Saturday evening a 1800 Astana time. As it was the year before it will be 
held in the commercial center of Astana. 

MSW INSURGENCY
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• You may engage the following individuals regardless of 
circumstances.

• Uniformed troops of enemy factions firing upon you or 
others in direct violation of the UNSEC Ceasefire 
agreement “Oslo 2”.

• Enemy militia forces wearing distinct uniform items 
identifying themselves as such factions firing upon you or 
others in direct violation of the UNSEC Ceasefire 
agreement “Oslo 2”.

• The use of force, including deadly force, is authorized to protect 
the following:

• Yourself, your unit, and friendly forces
• Enemy Prisoners of War
• Citizens from crimes that are likely to cause death or 

serious bodily harm, such as assault, murder or robbery.
• Designated civilians and/or property, such as personnel 

of the City Hospital, Municipal Police , UNSEC, The 
Khazak Head of state and other officials or state 
employees.

• All Citizens of the territory are governed by the UN SECURITY 
MONITORING AUTHORITY (UNSEC) and by the Criminal and 
Civil Code of the UN SECURITY MONITORING AUTHORITY 
(UNSEC)(CCCUNSEC) which has severe penalties.

INSURGENCY ROE CARD: FOR 
ARMED FACTIONS
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IF NOTHING ELSE DO THIS

GOLDEN RULE: 
• Respect other participants and their property. Play with sportsmanship. Whenever in doubt 

about how to act or behave in any situation not specifically mentioned within this manual 
or the TACSOP, always use your best judgment to keep within the spirit of the event. Don’t 
“game” the event, go with the flow and enjoy the experience. This is a collaborative gaming 
experience which requires all of our best efforts for success.

ASK FOR CONSENT:
• As always ask for consent when searching. The INSURGENCY format will allow for some 

irregular scenarios not found in our standard force on force format. If making physical 
contact with someone you don’t know personally seems appropriate to you in the scenario   
(detaining, searching, social networking or negotiations) be sure to ask for consent from any 
participants you intend to make physical contact with.  This isn’t to say there aren’t 
situations when consent is implied (handshake offered and accepted) but any situation 
involving use of force or non-standard physical contact (almost anything beyond a 
handshake) needs to be done with consent.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE
• Remember you are choosing it with others. You control your story in MSW INSURGENCY 

but you also affect the experience of other players around you. You choose to be either a 
member of a military unit or a member of a Citizen community. Your choices determine 
what your experience will be. If you try to snowflake your unit will be less effective. If you 
choose to rob or murder your neighbors your time as a civilian will likely end with a public 
execution and no vote in the elections. 

STAY IMMERSED 
• This doesn’t mean maintain a bad fake accent all weekend it means focusing your actions 

on achieving the goals you, you friends, your unit or ministry have set within the game. 
Wear the right stuff. If you are a Citizen dress as a civilian if you are in a uniformed faction 
adhere to their regulations in the TACSOP.  Interact with people with your goals and role in 
the game in mind. You will get prompts from Cadre during event in processing and 
direction throughout the event but it’s your job to choose your own adventure. The goal of 
this game isn’t kill counts unless you’re counting. 
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The Khazak President and the UNSEC 
Administrator of Kazakhstan

Michael Semenov is the first democratically elected president
of Kazakhstan. He came to power during the first and most 
violent election in Kazakh history in November of 2016. 
As a physician who was popular within the community for
the services he was able to connect with the common people 
of Kazakhstan. Although all the candidates who ran against
him in the 2016 election died in the violence immediately 
following the announcement of the results, Dr. Semenov
has emphatically denied any involvement. His office is 
responsible for all police, medical, fire and other public 

services in Astana. He has the power to hire and fire government employees 
and has the support of Kazakh legislature. The office of the president issues 
all permits, licenses and certifications necessary for trade and commercial 
activity. Through his police force and courts he can enforce the laws and keep 
the peace.

The main armed force representing President Doctor Semenov is the state 
police. They can be identified by their wearing of blue uniforms or 
camouflage and badges. Most minor legal matters can be handled easily at the 
time of the infraction as all Kazakh police officers are empowered to accept 
payment of fine on the spot of the offense. Violent crimes and more serious 
offenses carry heavy fines, require a trial by jury and often result in 
imprisonment or death. If anything can be said of President Doctor Semenov’s 
first term of office it is that he has kept peace in the streets of Astana. In 
addition to keeping the streets of Astana safe the state police provide security 
for the tier 1 commercial zone and the presidential palace.
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The Khazak President and the UNSEC 
Administrator of Kazakhstan

James “Brownie” Skelly is the UNSEC administrator for
Kazakhstan. Before his assignment in December of 2017 as
UNSEC Administrator for Kazakhstan he had a distinguished
career with the Alcohol Control Board of Ireland. As UNSEC 
administrator for Kazakhstan his office and representatives 
control vast resources, military, medical and otherwise. It is 
through his office that all NATO and Russian military 
operations are coordinated. He is also authorized to contract 
NATO and Russian forces to conduct law enforcement or riot 
suppression operations throughout Kazakhstan. His office 
also thauthorizes and provides resources to international 

NGOs performing medical, educational or relief missions in Kazakhstan.

The UNSEC Diplomatic Security Service is one of the major employers in 
Astana. The contracted guards are unmistakable in their corporate attire. Their 
collared shirts and dangling ID badges make em obvious throughout the 
center of Astana . UNSEC DSS guards provide security for the tier 1 
Commercial zone and the UNSEC compound.  As UNSEC administrator 
“Brownie” has taken to subcontracting private companies with the hiring and 
firing of guards as well as planning and running security operations.
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UNSEC RIGHTS OF CITIZENS
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• VOTING : One vote per citizen during the NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

• FREE TRADE BETWEEN CITIZENS: Citizens may 
trade resources or items freely between themselves.

• REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES AND DISPUTES: 
Grievances and disputes will be settled by the UNSEC 
Administrator for Kazakhstan in accordance with the 
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL CODE OF UNSEC. 

• A RIFLE: For hunting and civil defense. See the  
CRMINAL AND CIVIL CODE for specific regulations.
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VOTING:

1. All citizens with a valid UNSEC ID card 
who have registered to vote are entitled 
to one vote in the NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT ELECTION at 1800 
Saturday.

2. Voter registration is Friday 2000-2200 at 
the  UNSEC Compound. 

3. Every registered voter is entitled to State 
Services in the form of a MSW TQ for 
registering to vote.

4. Double voting will be prevented by  
freedom ink on the right hand index 
finger.

5. Paper ballots will be used with an ink 
right thumb print over the voters choice.

Trade: 

1. Every citizen is entitled to trade with 
other citizen(s) any private items they 
carry with them in bags or on their 
person including resources issued to 
them during the game.

2. A commercial trade, entertainment or 
hospitality business may be assigned a 
space within the UNSEC Green Zone 
upon prior approval from UNSEC cadre.

3. Any business serving food must have 
proper state credential regarding food 
handling service and preparation. 
Evidence of proper equipment and 
permitting for food service must be 
given to MSW Cadre (Mike Shrum/ AKA 
Dr. President Semenov ) prior to the 
event.

Contracts:
1. Any written agreement signed by both 

parties is enforceable as interpreted by 
the UNSEC Administrator for 
Khazakstan. 

2. In a contract dispute each party has 3 
minutes to present evidence or testimony. 
The Administrators decision is final with 
no appeals. 

UNSEC CRIMINAL AND CIVIL 
CODE
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Assault

1. Any participant who uses any MSW 
TACSOP approved weapon to “wound” 
any other participant necessitating buddy 
aid with an MSW TQ has committed 
Assault.

2. Sentencing Guidelines: Criminal pays 
30%  of MEI in damages to victim 2-4 
hour sentence. 

Murder

1. Any participant that uses any MSW 
TACSOP approved weapon to “Kill” any 
other participant  so that a medical bottle 
is needed to revive them. 

2. Sentencing Guidelines: Criminal pays 
50%  of MEI in damages to victim and the 
remaining  50% to the UNSEC to cover 
execution costs. 4-6 hour sentence 
followed by a public execution. Out 
processing by MSW White Cell (out of 
game admins).

Treason

1. Any public or private statements that are 
both critical or derogatory toward the 
UNSEC or any of its offices said with the 
intent to cause public unrest, disorder, 
violence or overthrow of the UNSEC 
government Prior to the National 
Government Elections is treason.

2. Sentencing Guidelines: UNSEC seizes 
100%  of convicts MEI . 4-6 hour sentence 
followed by a public execution. Out 
processing by MSW WC.

Weapons Permited:

1. Every Citizen is allowed one rifle (Rifle, 
DMR or Sniper type) of any type with  
either a light or an optic for hunting and 
civil defense purposes. No more than 4 
non winding magazines and 20 rounds of 
any weight of ammo may be possessed. 
In the event of a civic defense emergency 
the UNSEC Marshalls will issue citizens 
additional ammo. Citizens must register 
their rifles during resettlement in 
processing.

2. Pistols/ SMGS or other concealable 
weapons are granted to UNSEC ministers 
and employees of those ministries who 
submit a formal request in writing to the 
UNSEC marshalls no later than 21 days 
in advance of the Friday before the 
National Government Election (21 days 
prior to the event) .

3. All other classes of weapons in the MSW 
TACSOP are restricted to UNSEC 
Marshalls, Municipal Police and Hospital 
Security Services.

Contraband

1. Citizens are not allowed to bring any of 
the following items with them to the 
territory of the NPTA. All bags will be 
inspected for contraband and citizen-in-
processing: Ammo, medical bottles, MSW 
TQs, smoke, frag and 40mm grenades. 
(these items are provided in game to 
them by MSW). 

UNSEC CRIMINAL AND CIVIL 
CODE
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FACTION SUMMARY
The Khazak Citizen faction for MilSim West’s Insurgency event format offers a 
unique experience that is a blend between roleplaying and wargaming. You make 
the choices to create your own set of roleplaying or shooting missions. You can 
choose to be a diplomat, a security contractor, a merchant or anything you desire. 
For playing your role you are “paid” by the government (UNSEC) in bbs and 
water bottles. 

Although airsoft bbs and water bottles are the official currency of Kazakhstan the 
unofficial currency is US dollars. The chaos of the 2016 elections has put the 
official currency in a deep depression and most goods in Astana today are bought 
and paid for in US dollars.

Upon receiving a resettlement license from the office of the president you will be 
able to pick a home anywhere in the city, except for the tier 1 commercial zone 
which is restricted to business owners and government officials. Citizens may 
park in NATO parking and move their goods to check in or drive their vehicles 
directly to the UNSEC/Presidential compound, complete the check in process and 
drive straight to their residences. Vehicles not pre-approved for in game use must 
be parked in either the NATO or Russian parking area . Vehicles that may be 
necessary for certain professions (for example police,  medical or freight hauling) 
can be arranged for in advance with MSW staff by messaging the MSW Facebook 
page. Request should be accompanied by photos of the vehicle and an 
explanation of it’s use. Vehicle owners must be able to show a valid DL, 
Registration and proof of insurance at check in. Any vehicle brought on field can 
be expected to take minor damage from airsoft bbs or pyrotechnics.

Pedal powered vehicles of any kind are approved with no restrictions. Livestock 
are not allowed. Human powered carts receive government subsidies.
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MAJOR EVENTS
• Refugee Resettlement (check in)
• Voter registration and presidential debates (Friday Night)
• Work, trade or other commerce (Throughout the event)
• Presidential election ( Saturday evening)

OBJECTIVES
• Obtain as many resources as possible (ammo, medical supplies)
• Gather actionable intelligence for the faction of your choice or a 

third party interest.
• Form alliances with other citizens friendly to your faction of choice.
• Disrupt the activities of citizens not friendly to your faction of 

choice.
• Maintain your status as a citizen until the election so you can vote 

for the candidate who represents the faction of your choice.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU DIE
If you are hit as a civilian and bleed out (TACSOP) the character 
playing the role you where in is now “dead” . What happens next is up 
to you. You may return as a family member with similar features 
seeking vengeance. You may choose to join the militia of an armed 
faction. Remember that the people who shot you dead the first time 
may do it again next time and choose wisely. You may continue to try 
to be a harmless civilian throughout the entire game but in Kazakhstan 
no one stays innocent for long.
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UNIFORM GUIDELINES

Pro Nato Tan based camo (Multicam)

Middle class fashion Pro Russian Green based Camo (m81)

As a citizen you start the event as a civilian so bring 48 hours worth of civilian clothing. 
This doesn’t mean wear just anything, dressing the part is crucial for a truly immersive 
experience. Going to work in a government office or engaged in trade? Business attire 
or business casual attire makes the most sense. Want to labor in the canned meat fields? 
Wear  some work attire. The good news is you don’t have to go buy new clothes. Daily 
dress in Kazakhstan is not much different than in any other modern country however 
please don’t wear clothing with obvious English words of brand logos on it. No military 
clothing is authorized for the Khazak Citizen faction. This mean no 5.11 pants, no camo 
jackets, no polos with raid pockets.

You must bring a hat, jacket or pants in either a green (woodland) or tan (nato) color or 
pattern to identify yours allegiance during any armed conflict. At some point as a 
Khazak Citizen you will be swept up in to the fighting and it will be important to 
identify yourself to friendly forces when that happens.
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EMPLOYMENT, TRADE & COMMERCE AND THE KAZAHK ECONOMY

All citizens will be given an initial issue of BBs, MSW TQ and Medic 
Bottles however some of this may be traded or taxed during the 
resettlement process. To acquire additional resources during the game 
citizens will need employment or to be engaged in some form of trade or 
commerce.  This could be as casual as working as a garbage collector for 
the Khazak government or as involved as running your own business in 
the tier 1 commercial zone. 

NGOs involved in relief work such as providing medical aid, educational 
or religious support to the citizens of Astana will be compensated by 
UNSEC. All state employees will be compensated by the Office of the 
President of Kazahkstan. There will be one payout Friday and two on 
Saturday for all government employed workers, contractors and NGOs.

Example jobs include: Garbage collector, toll operator, police officer, fire 
fighter, medical staff, teacher, radio broadcaster, internet news reporter, 
business owner, translator, ramen farmer, canned meat hunter, 
construction, civil engineer, security contractor, hospitality staff (for 
businesses), admin staff for any government or NGO organization, 
bounty hunter, bus driver (bring your own bus), and many more. The 
opportunities for roleplaying that earns you ammo and medical bottles 
during the roleplaying parts of the event is only limited by your 
imagination and the permits you can acquire from the government of 
President Dr. Semenov.
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EQUIPMENT GUIDELINES

Looking the part is important for a good experience. This includes weapons and 
gear. Here are some simple dos and don’ts to get you going in the right direction.

DO
• Use plain weapons of the rifle or DMT type as per the MSW TACSOP
• Use simple older style tactical gear or civilian bags for your 4 magazines
• Bring a flashlight, sleeping gear and everything else on the MSW TACSOP 

packing list for sustainment gear.

DON’T
• Put more than one optic, attachment or accessory on your rifle.
• Wear helmets, body armor, battle belts or other “high speed” gear.
• Bring Grenades (if you ordered some you can go access them after the election 

or when you leave the citizen faction)
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FACTION SUMMARY

After the hotly contested fighting following the violent 2016 Elections 
NATO has remained the largest foreign military force in Astana with 
some 10,000 troops from several member nations still stationed 
throughout the city and it’s surrounding areas. In the core of Astana a 
battalion sized task force of US Army and Marine units  Maintains a 
small FOB from which they perform security and law enforcement 
operations in support of the UNSEC cease fire agreement “Oslo 2”.

Australian, Polish and Spanish special operations forces remain in the 
region performing counter organized crime and diplomatic security 
missions. A Spanish Embassy has been established near the NATO FOB 
and the center of Astana and has been performing cultural relief work 
since the cease fire. As the United States scaled back it’s military 
presence in the southern front of the war European nations, 
particularly Spain have taken a larger role in the ongoing conflict.

Although the UNSEC has brokered a general cease fire, the “Oslo 2 “ 
agreement tension between NATO and Russian forces is high. Both 
sides are aware the conflict could become a shooting war again at any 
time, and although NATO seeks a diplomatic resolution in Kazahkstan
the combined might of their forces stands ready to settle the matter 
once and for all; through force if needed.
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MAJOR EVENTS
• In-Processing
• Security/Counter terrorism patrols
• Counter organized crime operations
• National Government Election

OBJECTIVES
• Obtain as many resources as possible (ammo, medical supplies) by 

providing security patrols at the direction of the UNSEC 
Administrator for Kazakhstan

• Gather actionable intelligence 
• Recruit Kazakh citizens to work for pro NATO causes or serve in 

pro NATO militias .
• Prevent Russian influence on the Kazakh elections.
• Support the Spanish diplomatic mission in Astana

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
Unlike regular force on force style MSW events NATO and RUSFOR 
start in a state of ceasefire during  insurgency format events. NATO 
forces are charged with abiding by the “Oslo 2” cease fire accords 
unless Russian forces present a threat to them, their unit or unarmed 
civilians. The UNSEC administrator is compensating both armed 
factions for providing security patrols to different halves of the city of 
Astana.  Remember to not shoot everyone immediately at insurgency 
format games it will make more enemies for you than when you 
started.
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KEY LOCATIONS

NATO forces have two secure compounds that must be defended at all costs. The Spanish 
embassy and the NATO peacekeeping forces FOB. Security patrols in the northern part of 
Astana (noted by the red center line) will be NATO’s responsibility. South of the line is the 
responsibility of Russian forces. Armed uniformed forces are not to cross the dividing line in to 
the others area of responsibility as per the “Oslo 2” Cease Fire agreement.

Tier 1 
commercial 

zone

UNSEC/
P.O.K.

Spanish 
Embassy

NATO 
FOB

NATO/CIVILIAN 
PARKING
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UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT GUIDELINES

There is no change in NATO uniform requirements from the 
latest version of the MSW TACSOP. The only change for 
Insurgency format events is the ability to go “undercover” in 
civilian clothes to gather intelligence or perform other types of 
special operations missions. Check with your cadre about this 
before packing a tuxedo or a Hawaiian shirt. 
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FACTION SUMMARY

After the hotly contested fighting following the violent 2016 Elections 
Russia has maintained a sizeable military force in Astana with some 
5,000 troops from several units and branches of service still stationed 
throughout the city and it’s surrounding areas. In the core of Astana a 
FSB task force maintains a presence from the secured Russian embassy 
compound from which they perform security and law enforcement 
operations in support of the UNSEC cease fire agreement “Oslo 2”.

Despite the tactical defeat of Russian forces by NATO troops in Astana 
last year as a part of the “Oslo 2” ceasefire agreement Russia has 
opened an embassy in Astana. The Russian ambassador performs 
diplomatic and political missions from the compound and it also 
houses Russian security forces and peacekeeping troops.

Although the UNSEC has brokered a general cease fire, the “Oslo 2 “ 
agreement tension between Russian and NATO forces is high. Both 
sides are aware the conflict could become a shooting war again at any 
time and although Russia seeks a diplomatic resolution in Kazakhstan 
the combined might of their forces stands ready to settle the matter 
once and for all, through force if needed.
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MAJOR EVENTS
• In-Processing
• Security/Counter terrorism patrols
• Counter organized crime operations
• National Government Election

OBJECTIVES
• Obtain as many resources as possible (ammo, medical supplies) by 

providing security patrols at the direction of the UNSEC 
Administrator for Kazakhstan

• Gather actionable intelligence 
• Recruit Kazakh citizens to work for pro Russian causes or serve in 

pro Russian militias .
• Prevent NATO influence on the Kazakh elections.
• Support the Russian diplomatic mission in Astana

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 
Unlike regular force on force style MSW events NATO and RUSFOR 
start in a state of ceasefire during  insurgency format events. NATO 
forces are charged with abiding by the “Oslo 2” cease fire accords 
unless Russian forces present a threat to them, their unit or unarmed 
civilians. The UNSEC administrator is compensating both armed 
factions for providing security patrols to different halves of the city of 
Astana.  Remember to not shoot everyone immediately at insurgency 
format games it will make more enemies for you than before you 
started.
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KEY LOCATIONS

Russian forces have a secure compound that must be defended at all costs , the Russian 
embassy. Security patrols in the Southern part of Astana (noted by the red center line) will be 
Russia’s responsibility. North of the line is the responsibility of NATO forces. Armed uniformed 
forces are not to cross the dividing line in to the others area of responsibility without 
coordinating with both UNSEC and the other faction as per the “Oslo 2” Cease Fire agreement.

Tier 1 
commercial 

zone

UNSEC/
P.O.K.

Russian 
embassy

RUSIAN PARKING
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UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT GUIDELINES

There is no change in Russian uniform requirements from the 
latest version of the MSW TACSOP. The only change for 
Insurgency format events is the ability to go “undercover” in 
civilian clothes to gather intelligence or perform other types of 
special operations missions. Check with your cadre about this 
before packing a tuxedo or a Hawaiian shirt. Militia (regfor) 
M81 or green based impressions are still allowed for the 
Russian side.
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GLOSSARY 
NPTA: UN SECURITY MONITORING AUTHORITY (UNSEC),The Government 
of occupied Khazakstan appointed by NATO.

CCCNPTA: Criminal and Civil Code of the NATO Provisional Transitional 
Authority, The law codes governing  NATO occupied Khazakstan.

MSW WC: MilSim West White Cell, The non imbedded cadre strictly 
administrative element at MilSim West events that handles, logistics, participant 
medical emergencies.

MEI : Medium of Exchange Items, select items for which the UNSED sets the 
exchange rate and are issued to civilians. This includes all weights of ammo, 
medical bottles, MSW TQs, smoke and frag grenades. 

ASM : Anti Starvation Ministry. Distributes food aid to the population.

DUI : Distinctive Uniform Items, Pants, jackets , hats and armbands provided by 
MSW to RUSFOR and NATO to distinguish their militia units.

COIN/FID : A foreign internal defense or counterinsurgency operation involves 
actions taken by the recognized government of a nation to contain or quell an 
insurgency taken up against it. 

PPI : Privately purchased items. Participants may bring items to trade with other 
participants provided they arrange for a commercial trade permit with the 
Ministry of Labor and Trade

VRC: Voter Registration Certificate, indicated the participant is a citizen and all 
due the rights and entitlements of such under the NPTA.

HSS : Hospital Security Services, armed guards for The City Hospital. Their 
authority to carry weapons does not extend beyond the Hospital.

CONTRABAND:  MEI items are not allowed to be brought in to the event by 
participants registered for the CITIZEN faction.
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UNSEC EXAMPLE TIMELINE
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Time Location Event Participant
s

FRI 1400-2100 Parking/
Faction HQ

In-processing All Citizens

FRI 1900-2200 UNSEC/PRES
COMPOUND

Voter registration All citizens

FRI 2200 UNSEC/PRES
COMPOUND

Labor 
compensation
/ Tax collection

Legal 
workers

SAT 0900 UNSEC/PRES
COMPOUND

Labor 
compensation
/ Tax collection

Legal 
workers

SAT 1400 UNSEC/PRES
COMPOUND

Labor 
compensation
/ Tax collection

Legal 
workers

SAT 1800 UNSEC/PRES
COMPOUND

Election Registered 
voters

SAT 2200 UNSEC/PRES
COMPOUND

Labor 
compensation
/ Tax collection

Legal 
workers
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Astana Map
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Tier 1 
commercial 

zone

UNSEC/
P.O.K.

Russian 
embassy

Spanish 
Embassy

NATO 
FOB

NATO/CIVILIAN 
PARKING

RUSIAN PARKING


